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ABSTRACT

Objective: To evaluate the evidence for EEG theta/beta power ratio for diagnosing, or helping to
diagnose, attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD).

Methods: We identified relevant studies and classified them using American Academy of
Neurology criteria.

Results: Two Class I studies assessing the ability of EEG theta/beta power ratio and EEG frontal
beta power to identify patients with ADHD correctly identified 166 of 185 participants. Both
studies evaluated theta/beta power ratio and frontal beta power in suspected ADHD or in syn-
dromes typically included in an ADHD differential diagnosis. A bivariate model combining the
diagnostic studies shows that the combination of EEG frontal beta power and theta/beta power
ratio has relatively high sensitivity and specificity but is insufficiently accurate.

Conclusions: It is unknown whether a combination of standard clinical examination and EEG theta/
beta power ratio increases diagnostic certainty of ADHD compared with clinical examination alone.

Recommendations: Level B: Clinicians should inform patients with suspected ADHD and their fam-
ilies that the combination of EEG theta/beta power ratio and frontal beta power should not
replace a standard clinical evaluation. There is a risk for significant harm to patients from ADHD
misdiagnosis because of the unacceptably high false-positive diagnostic rate of EEG theta/beta
power ratio and frontal beta power. Level R: Clinicians should inform patients with suspected
ADHD and their families that the EEG theta/beta power ratio should not be used to confirm an
ADHD diagnosis or to support further testing after a clinical evaluation, unless such diagnostic
assessments occur in a research setting. Neurology® 2016;87:2375–2379

GLOSSARY
AAN 5 American Academy of Neurology; ADHD 5 attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder; DSM-5 5 Diagnostic and Sta-
tistical Manual of Mental Disorders, 5th edition; FDA5 Food and Drug Administration;NEBA5Neuropsychiatric EEG-Based
ADHD Assessment Aid.

In 2013, the US Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) approved the Neuropsychiatric EEG-Based
ADHD Assessment Aid (NEBA), stating that the
NEBA “uses the theta/beta ratio of the EEG mea-
sured at electrode CZ on a patient 6–17 years of
age combined with a clinician’s evaluation to aid in
the diagnosis of ADHD” and “should only be used by
a clinician as confirmatory support for a completed
clinical evaluation or as support for the clinician’s
decision to pursue further testing following a clinical
evaluation.”1 The FDA further stated that “(t)he
device is NOT to be used as a stand-alone in the
evaluation or diagnosis of ADHD.” The NEBA cal-
culates the ratio of the power of the EEG theta and

beta bands at Cz, which is the EEG electrode halfway
between the inion and the nasion.

Individuals with attention-deficit/hyperactivity dis-
order (ADHD) demonstrate a persistent pattern of
inattention or hyperactivity/impulsivity, or both, that
interferes with functioning and is inappropriate for
developmental age. ADHD is typically diagnosed with
a clinical examination. Appendix e-1 at Neurology.org
presents the DSM-5 clinical criteria used for ADHD
diagnosis.2 The American Academy of Pediatrics clin-
ical practice guideline for the diagnosis, evaluation, and
treatment of ADHD in children and adolescents pro-
vides a strong recommendation that when assessing
a patient for ADHD, the primary care physician
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should determine that DSM criteria have been met,
including documentation of impairment in more than
one major setting.3 The use of validated ADHD in-
struments completed by parents, teachers, and adoles-
cents is encouraged, as these instruments can be helpful
in obtaining the information required to make a diag-
nosis of ADHD. For example, the Conners 3 ADHD
Index has parent-, teacher-, and youth-completed
measures that are based on a large normative sample
and can discriminate children with ADHD from non-
clinical populations with a sensitivity of 92% and
a specificity of 94% (for the parent-completed mea-
sure).4 The use of information from multiple sources
and multiple informants, particularly teachers, can
enhance diagnostic certainty.5 Other than a compre-
hensive physical and neurologic examination, no addi-
tional laboratory or diagnostic tests are routinely
performed.

Recent reviews on this topic suggested that more
research is needed before the NEBA can be used as
a clinical diagnostic tool.6,7 The purpose of this prac-
tice advisory is to examine the published evidence to
determine whether quantitative EEG measures have
utility in the diagnosis of ADHD and to make prac-
tice recommendations based on the evidence.

Therefore, we sought to answer the following
questions:

1. For patients with ADHD, does the combination
of a clinical examination and an examination of
the EEG theta/beta power ratio increase diagnos-
tic certainty compared with clinical examination
alone?

2. For patients with a possible but uncertain diagno-
sis of ADHD, how accurately does the EEG theta/
beta power ratio identify patients with ADHD
compared with a clinical examination?

DESCRIPTION OF THE ANALYTIC PROCESS In
October 2013, the Guideline Development, Dissem-
ination, and Implementation Subcommittee of the
American Academy of Neurology (AAN) convened
a panel of experts to develop this practice advisory
(appendices e-2 and e-3). The panel followed the
methods described in the 2011 edition of the
AAN’s guideline development process manual, as
amended, including the process for developing
practice advisories.8

We performed a comprehensive literature search
of the MEDLINE, Embase, and Science Citation
Index databases, without time constraints, using the
keywords “ADHD,” “EEG,” “theta/beta ratio,” and
their associated variants. Appendix e-4 presents the
complete search strategy. The search yielded 959 ab-
stracts, and each abstract was reviewed for relevance
by 2 panel members working independently of each

other. Articles were considered for inclusion if they
(1) examined the theta/beta power ratio in patients
with ADHD and (2) could address either of the clin-
ical questions. Articles were excluded if they (1)
enrolled fewer than 10 participants, which would
have resulted in too great a risk of bias; (2) were rated
as Class IV by AAN criteria (including reviews and
meta-analyses; see appendix e-5 for classification of
evidence scheme for diagnostic articles); or (3) studied
ADHD as determined by clinical examination criteria
other than those2 from the DSM-5 and its earlier
variants. An additional criterion for exclusion was
information not published in the peer-reviewed liter-
ature, with one exception. Data were provided to the
FDA for the NEBA, a portion of which we obtained
in self-published form.9 Additional information about
the trial was found in the de novo FDA application.1

In this practice advisory, we include in our assessment
both the published data and the data from the de
novo FDA application.10

After reviewing the selected full-text articles, we
classified each according to the AAN’s evidence-
based methodology (appendix e-5). Our confidence
in the evidence was determined by factors derived from
the AAN’s modified Grading of Recommendations
Assessment, Development and Evaluation criteria
(see appendices e-6 and e-7) approach.8 We based
the strength of the recommendations on results from
a modified Delphi process to determine the weight of
several factors, including the evidence rating, cost con-
siderations, risks, and feasibility (appendix e-8).

ANALYSIS OF EVIDENCE Question. For patients
with ADHD, does the combination of a clinical
examination and an examination of the EEG theta/
beta power ratio increase diagnostic certainty com-
pared with clinical examination alone?

Evidence. A single Class III study addressed this ques-
tion.10 The study was rated Class III because it made
clear in only 77% of study cases that diagnostic test-
ing was performed. To be included in the study,
participants had to stop taking all psychiatric medi-
cations or all pharmacologic and nonpharmacologic
psychoactive medications, or both psychiatric and
psychoactive medications, in order to be evaluated
for ADHD. The comparative intervention was clini-
cal examination by a multidisciplinary team of ex-
perts, with data available from 4 clinical visits. At
the first visit, a clinician judged the probability of
a diagnosis of ADHD. The EEG theta/beta power
ratio was used to augment the clinician’s judgment
when the clinician did not rule out the diagnosis of
ADHD. The accuracy of a clinician’s judgment and
the EEG theta/beta power ratio was 88% (95% con-
fidence interval 84%–91%).
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Conclusion. It is unknown whether a combination of
standard clinical examination and EEG theta/beta
power ratio increases the diagnostic certainty of
ADHD compared with clinical examination alone
(1 Class III study).

Clinical context. A single Class III study results in the
ranking of very low confidence in the evidence.
Such a ranking leads to a U or R recommendation
level after the modified Delphi process is applied,
because the data resulted from too high a risk of
bias, regardless of whether the study in question is
positive or negative.

Question. For patients with a possible but uncertain
diagnosis of ADHD, how accurately does the EEG
theta/beta power ratio identify patients with ADHD
compared with a clinical evaluation?

Evidence. A total of 32 articles addressed this question;
30 were rated as Class IV and 2 were rated as Class I
(table).11,12 The first Class I study was a prospective
blinded cohort study examining 26 children and ado-
lescents who presented with a suspected diagnosis of
ADHD.11 The study appropriately enrolled people
whose conditions could be mistaken diagnostically
for ADHD, and thus avoided spectrum bias. Two
quantitative EEG criteria were used for determining
an ADHD diagnosis: frontal beta power and theta/
beta power ratio. Frontal beta power was calculated
from 6 EEG sites, using a diagnostic cutoff of 2 SDs.
The theta/beta power ratio was calculated at Cz using
a definition of theta as the frequency 4–7.5 Hz and
beta as 13–20.5 Hz, using a diagnostic cutoff of 1.5
SDs. This cutoff was established a priori in normal
controls in previous work. Twenty-five of the 26 were
correctly classified according to the EEG compared
with the psychiatric evaluation; 1 child who had
ADHD according to the clinical evaluation was not
classified correctly. This child had comorbid conduct
disorder. Of note, none of the EEG ADHD diagnoses
was made with the frontal beta power; all were made
on the basis of excessive theta/beta power ratio.

The other Class I prospective blinded cohort study
used a similar methodology. This study enrolled 160
participants with a possible ADHD diagnosis, of

which 159 participants were evaluated.12 One partic-
ipant was excluded because data for the psychiatric
evaluation were incomplete. Of the sample of 159, 97
were diagnosed with ADHD by clinical evaluation; of
these, 84 were diagnosed with ADHD by theta/beta
power ratio and 1 by frontal beta power. Although
not indicated in the article, the same numbers for
false-positive EEG evaluations can be calculated from
the overall accuracy of 89%: of the 62 who were not
diagnosed with ADHD by clinical examination, 5
were incorrectly given an ADHD diagnosis by
EEG, yielding a false-positive rate of 8%.

The 2 Class I studies were combined using a bivar-
iate model for diagnostic studies and RevMan 5.3 soft-
ware (Cochrane Collaboration, Copenhagen,
Denmark). See appendix e-6 for the combined effects.

Conclusion. Because of the combined estimate of med-
ical errors in the United States of 5%, which was
considered an unacceptably high rate of errors,13 the
false-positive rate of .5% was considered an unaccept-
ably high false-positive rate. EEG frontal power and
theta/beta ratio is not an effective diagnostic test for
ADHD because of this unacceptably high false-positive
rate (2 Class I studies).11,12

Clinical context. In examining these 2 studies in aggre-
gate, one risks identifying participants as having
ADHD when they do not have the diagnosis. In
the studies, 19 of the 185 participants were misiden-
tified. The accuracy rate for this test is too low for it
to supplant the standard clinical evaluation.2,3

Because of a positive cutoff of the theta/beta power
ratio of 1.5 SDs above the mean, it seems unlikely
that this test will achieve a higher accuracy rate with-
out a different approach.

Theta activity is increased by drowsiness and med-
ication effects and is increased in many neurologic
disorders. Theta power is known to be a highly non-
specific feature of EEGs. Likewise, there are many rea-
sons (other than ADHD) why frontal beta power
values may be higher or lower than average in certain
individuals. These values also change with the patient’s
state of awareness, so values may differ when a patient
is retested just minutes after the previous testing.

Table Variables for studies examining EEG theta/beta ratio in patients with suspected attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder

First author, y
AAN
classification Study type

No. of participants
(completing)

True-positive
result

True-negative
result

False-positive
result

False-negative
result

Quintana et al.,11 2007 I Prospective blinded cohort 26 (26) 15 10 0 1

Snyder et al.,12 2008 I Prospective blinded cohort 160 (159) 85 57 12 5

Snyder et al.,10 2015 III Prospective blinded cohort 363 (275) NA NA NA NA

Abbreviations: AAN 5 American Academy of Neurology; NA 5 not available.
Positive and negative rates refer to comparison of the EEG results with the reference standard of a clinical examination.
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There is low diagnostic certainty for replacing
a standard clinical evaluation with a measurement
of EEG theta/beta power ratio because of the lack
of generalizability of the 2 Class I studies.11,12 One
study used a medication washout period of more than
3 days,12 a timeframe that may have mixed acceptance
in a clinical setting. The studies also excluded partic-
ipants on more than one medication and failed to
assess for sleep deprivation. Without data to establish
the EEG theta/beta power ratios for conditions that
could be confused with ADHD, it is impossible to
distinguish patients with ADHD from those with
conditions that mimic ADHD.

PRACTICE RECOMMENDATIONS Rationale. Diag-

nosis with clinical examination and EEG testing. The evi-
dence for the utility of EEG theta/beta power ratio
to augment a clinician’s judgment when he or she is
diagnosing possible ADHD is not strong enough to
make a recommendation. A test must have a demon-
strated advantage over the existing common clinical
practice to supersede that practice. A research study is
the proper setting in which to demonstrate that the
current clinical practice of using a clinical examina-
tion in evaluation for ADHD can be improved on.

Recommendation. Clinicians should inform patients
with suspected ADHD and their families that the
EEG theta/beta power should not be used to confirm
an ADHD diagnosis or to support further testing
after a clinical evaluation, unless such diagnostic as-
sessments take place within the limits of a research
study (Level R).

Note: Level R recommendations are ones that “the
guideline authors assert should be applied only in
research settings.”8

Rationale. Accuracy of EEG theta/beta power ratio. We
downgraded our confidence in the evidence to mod-
erate because of significant problems with generaliz-
ability (see appendix e-6). Physicians pledge to do
no harm when they take the Hippocratic Oath. There
is a risk for significant harm to people misdiagnosed
with ADHD because of an unacceptably high false-
positive EEG result. Because of this risk of harm,
the combination of theta/beta power ratio and frontal
beta power should not be used in place of a standard
clinical examination.

Recommendations.Clinicians should inform patients
with suspected ADHD and their families that the
combination of EEG theta/beta power ratio and fron-
tal beta power should not replace a standard clinical
evaluation (Level B). There is a risk for significant
harm to patients of being misdiagnosed with ADHD
because of the unacceptably high false-positive diag-
nostic rate of EEG theta/beta power ratio and frontal
beta power (Level B).

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
With regard to the current data, there does not seem
to be a clinical use for EEG theta/beta power or EEG
frontal power in the evaluation for ADHD; EEG
theta/beta power or EEG frontal power should not
supplant the clinical examination, nor should it be
used to augment the clinical examination. The use
of the EEG theta/beta power ratio or EEG frontal
beta power to diagnose ADHD requires greater
knowledge of these features in the other disorders in
the differential diagnosis of ADHD, the test–retest
reliability of the measurements, the effects of active
reference electrodes, and medication effects, among
other factors.

Additional research is required to understand why
children with ADHD have high theta/beta power
values at Cz. One prior report, which has not been
replicated, identified positive spikes as a normal var-
iant in children with ADHD,14 which may explain
the presence of increased theta/beta power ratios in
these children.

The parent of a child with some ADHD symptoms
presenting for evaluation sometimes comes in with the
clinical question “Does my child have ADHD?” How-
ever, the more frequently encountered clinical question
may be “What disorder does my child have?” The dif-
ferential diagnosis may include depression, anxiety,
learning disabilities, and behavioral disorders such as
oppositional defiant disorder.15–17 It is not known
whether these disorders are also associated with theta/
beta power ratios that mimic the reported findings in
children with ADHD. The authors of the Class III study
relevant to our first clinical question did not provide
information about the final diagnosis of the children
who were not diagnosed with ADHD, and thus it is
not apparent whether all the possible parts of the differ-
ential diagnosis were included in the study.10 This makes
the issue of generalizability an even greater concern. In
the future, a well-designed study could address this issue.
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